
Nichts ist mehr so, wie es einmal war.

Das Licht einer Straßenbahn bahnt sich sei-
nen Weg durch die menschenleeren Straßen 
der City. Masken-Menschen blicken regungs-
los aus den Fenstern und sprechen mit ihren 
Smartphones. Geschäfte, Hotels und Restau-
rants haben ihre Fenster und Türen seit Mo-
naten fest verschlossen. Theater und Kinos 
haben schon lange ihre Bühnenlichter aus-
geschaltet. Die Großstadt schwimmt wie ein 
verlassener Tanker über den Ozean in die 
Nacht.

Der Sampler "Ghost City" liefert das Klang-
bild zu diesem apokalyptischen Szenario. 

Ungeschliffene Gitarrenriffs, wabernde 
Synthesizer und elegische Gesänge orchest-
rieren den Sound einer seit Monaten still-
gelegten Großstadt. Wunderbar einfache 
Akustik-Songs feiern die zarte Liebe in einer 
vergänglichen Zeit. 

"Ghost City" ist wie ein leuchtender Stern, ein 
Ausschnitt aus einer unendlich weiten Gala-
xie von Sounds und Klangsynthesen. 18 Bands 
und Songwriter zeigen die Bandbreite der 
pulsierenden Musikstadt Berlin. 

Der Zusammenschluss unterschiedlichster 
Musiker für dieses Projekt setzt mit dem 
"Lockdown-Sampler" ein Zeichen für die Kraft 
des Miteinanders. Ein gemeinsames Brand-
zeichen für die Notwendigkeit und Leiden-
schaft, Musikkultur und Kunst über die ak-
tuelle Krise hinweg zu fördern und für uns 
alle zu bewahren. 

Nothing is the way it used to be.

The light of a tram makes its way through 
the deserted streets of the city. Masked peo-
ple stare blankly out of the windows and 
talk on their smartphones. Shops, hotels and 
restaurants have for month kept their win-
dows and doors firmly closed. Theatres and 
cinemas have long since switched off their 
stage lights. The great city floats like an 
abandoned tanker across the ocean and into 
the night.

The sampler "Ghost City" provides a soundsca-
pe  for this apocalyptic scenario. 

Unpolished guitar riffs, billowing synthe-
sizers and elegiac vocals orchestrate the 
sound of a great city that has for months 
been shut down. Wonderfully simple acoustic 
songs celebrate tender love in a transient 
time. 

"Ghost City" is like a shining star, a slice 
of an infinite galaxy of sounds and sound 
syntheses. 18 bands and songwriters show the 
bandwidth of the pulsating musical city of 
Berlin. 

With the "Lockdown Sampler", the union of the 
most diverse musicians for this project de-
monstrates clearly the power of together-
ness. A common brand for the necessity and 
passion to promote music culture and art be-
yond the current crisis and to preserve it 
for all of us. 
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bass sick shit
Two that make noise like five! A punk rock duo that 
plays oldschool punk with slapped bass, killer drums 
and authentic lyrics. And yes, they really mean it!

bobo in white wooden houses
BOBO is singer/songwriter of "Bobo in White Wooden 
Houses", which was one of the most famous indie rock 
bands of the nineties in Germany. Internationally, her 
voice became known as Rammstein`s "Angel". At the begin-
ning of 2021 she released her new song "The Way of Love" 
and is touring solo. 

earnest and without you
EAWY stands for earnest and without you, a duo (Grimm / 
Passacantilli) from Berlin. Paired with the melancholic 
sounds of string machines from the 70s, synthesizer fla-
vours and powerful acoustic drum beats EAWY create an 
urban reality or an imagined one in which the colours 
are intensifed.

aniqo
ANIQO is the project of Berlin-based singer and poet 
Anita Goß. With a commitment to minimalism and an ap-
petite to blend "light and dark" in innovative songs, she 
forges her own unique sound. Together with producer 
Guy Sternberg and her bandmates Torsten Füchsel and 
illia Vovk , she recorded her debut album BIRTH in 2020, 
which is scheduled for release in 2021.
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knoepfe
Knoepfe, the alter ego of a couch potato, is as modular 
as his synthesizer. Despite his immobile disposition, he is 
now drawn to the outdoors again. Among people, on the 
dance floor, in the hustle and bustle. To give expres-
sion to this, he contributes a song of praise to dancing.

HERBST IN PEKING
We see ourselves as all mankind in prison with hands 
outstretched to lanterns by the ocean. - Malcolm Lowry

Iris Romen
Dutch 'vintage' singer and songwriter Iris Romen, along 
with her bandmembers, guitar player Alexey Wagner 
and drummer Micha Fromme, feels very much at home in 
the world of popmusic in the 1950s and 60s. In June 2020, 
the second soloalbum of the Berlin-based artist, 'Late 
Bloomer' was released (Waterfall Records/Broken Si-
lence), that is both deep and light.

kitty solaris
"Cold City, a track that could have been recorded in the 
1970's New York underground scene." Global Texan Chro-
nicles
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me to my wall
Hours was released on the album "Eremitage" (2017). With 
their spherical tear drop pop, the band has been dea-
ling with phenomena of increasing isolation and escape 
into dream worlds, in which human being in the 'Eremite 
Age' still seems possible. But the longed-for ship does 
not come by. Corona sets new signs and hopefully we 
will understand them correctly.

pitpony
Pitpony from Berlin are a musical mixture that has 
sewn post-grunge as a guide into their musical flag, 
they let this flag masterfully wave through jazz, noise, 
dub and punk. The singing flag thrower is Stefan Karg, 
evil tongues see him as a reminiscence of Richard But-
ler from the Psychodelic Furs. All band members have 
been in various bands for many years,  they are "old 
hands", so to speak.

prussia
Initially founded as an electronic duo, the project was 
soon supplemented by live musicians.. Numerous tours of 
Germany and Scotland followed album and single re-
leases. The single "Carnival is Over" was remastered for 
the sampler "Ghost City". The song sounds like a hymn to 
a debauched, very last big party.

sara turchetto
Sara Turchetto is a German actress, dubbing artist and 
singer-songwriter of Italian-Serbian descent. She was 
discovered for television during a casting at the school 
and played in the television series "Lindenstraße" for 
over twenty years. Sara writes poetry and short stories. 
Philosophy, lyrics and music are her absolute passions. 
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steve binetti
Steve Binetti, born 1966 in Berlin, is a german composer, 
musician and painter, he lives and works in Berlin. For 
over 25 years, his one-man show has consisted of three 
elements: Guitar, vocals and footstomping. In short, "I 
sing my words, play the guitar and stomp my foot".  

the jcc
John Carroll is a Scottish author, singer and songwri-
ter. In the 90's he began touring the clubs and hotel 
bars of London and Glasgow with his band Borax Thrush. 
His vocals have often been compared to Michael Stipe 
of R.E.M.. The timbre of his straightforward songs was 
strongly reminiscent of the raw sound of the Stooges.  
John is closely connected to Berlin and its music scene 
through many friendships and travels. His current al-
bum "My Father´s Face" is a network project and was crea-
ted in numerous studio sessions with Berlin musicians.  

tibursky 
TIBURSKY's musical roots lie in the British alternative 
scene of the 70s and 80s with bands like Echo & The Bun-
nymen, The Jesus and Mary Chain and Joy Division.With 
"Car Crash", he returns to his experimental origins: Un-
polished, abysmal, melodic and freed from the rhythmic 
corset of a classic pop song.

tiefe wasser berlin
"Tiefe Wasser" Berlin slow down the pace.  Floating bet-
ween acoustic and electronica, they chirpily ride on 
the waves of their mellifluous melodies. At the heart 
of their lyrics is the journey back to the original na-
turalness and the questioning of the self. #ModernMan-
tra #downTempo #Meditation
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vaile
Currently Vaile is working in the studio with her pro-
ducers on the new album "Herzdisko". In addition to 
the songs on her own albums, this collaboration also 
produces music for films (ARD "Tatort", Sat 1 "Gegen den 
Sturm" and others), or co-productions for other musici-
ans (including Alexander Knappe).

viper sniper
Viper Sniper is a full energy rock trio based in Berlin. 
Their style was described as "sexy stoner rock" by radio 
stations but one can't really put a label on this band! 
They are a force to be reckoned with when it comes to 
live shows - having played shows and festivals with The 
Picturebooks, The BossHoss, Henning Wehland, The Wild! 
and The Carburetors (just to name a few). With these 
notches in their belt, they are a well oiled, hard pun-
ching live band to rock out to!

Aniqo - no no no Song/Lyrics by ANIQO/ Anita Goß; Ad-
ditional Instrumentation/Ar rangements: Torsten 
Füchsel, Illia Vovk,  Yoann Pisterman; Homerecor-
ding; Recording Drums +  Mixing by Guy Sternberg @
Lowswing Recording Studio, 2020; Photo: Peter Hön-
nemann | Bass sick shit - normo pathic society Pro-
duced & recorded by Mingus Ballhaus; Mixed & mas-
tered by Simon Gordeev, written and arranged by 
Bass Sick Shit, lyrics by Rittner; Bass: Esther Ritt-
ner; Drums:  Kathrin Fleischmann; Photo: Katharina 
Geling | bobo in white wooden houses - the way of 
love lyrics: Hohelied der Liebe, Corinthians13; mu-
sic by Bobo | earnest and without you - eight fold 
Daniella Grimm - vocals, string machine; Antonio 
Passacantilli - synthesizers, guitar; Drum: Friede-
mann Pruß; Produced at wolvesinsound, Berlin; Mix 
and Master: Antonio Passacantilli; music: Grimm/
Passacantilli; lyrics: Grimm; Photo: Gianmarco Bre-
sadola | herbst in peking - genau jetzt WRITTEN BY 
BECKMANN/JOSWIG/FÜCHSEL (GEMA); THOR STEN BECK-
MANN - ELECTRIC GUITAR, BASS & PROGRAMMING; KING 
SNOW - ELECTRIC GUITAR; REX JOSWIG - VOCALS; MARIE 
AUGERE - FRENCH VOICE; PRODUCED BY THOR STEN BECK-
MANN AT BECKDRAFT, BERLIN, 2018; DEDICATED TO MARK 
E SMITH; Photo: Antti Jussi Savolainen | iris romen 
- dive Music & lyrics - Iris Romen; Iris Romen - vo-
cals, Fender Rhodes, contrabass, tambourine, vibra-
phone; Alexey Wagner - electric guitar; Micha From-
me - drums; Aufgenommen von Moe Jaksch in Moe's 
Rockin' Chair Studio, Berlin; Gemastert von Misch-
kah Wilke, kosmic sound, Berlin; Photo: Oliver Bluth 
| Kitty solaris - cold city music/lyrics by Kirsten 
Hahn; instruments: Kirsten Hahn + Steffen Schlos-
ser; produced by Jochen Stroeh + Steffen Schlosser; 
Photo: Olga Blackbird | Knoepfe - Gold Written and 
performed by Peter Laske; photo: Andreas Piehl | Me 
To My Wall - Hours music & Lyrics: Torsten Füchsel; 
Bass, Voc - Marsalie Turner; Guitar, Voc - Torsten 
Füchsel; Hackbrett - Karin Dürr; Drums -  Alexander 

Lode; Viola - Sara Maria Rilling; Voc - Laura La 
Motte; Photo: Thorsten Eichhorst | Pitpony - eyes 
wide shut Music: Pitpony; Lyrics: Stefan Karg; Vo-
cals: Stefan Karg; Guitars/Keys: Florian Karg; Bass: 
 Markus Kirrstetter; Drums: David Keno Neuhaus; 
Crew Vocals: Benjamin Heps/Vizediktator; Photo: 
Florian Karg | prussia - carnival is over written, 
produced and vocals  by J. Tibursky. Bass by Wil-
helm. Electric; guitar by Mike Hermann. Keyboards 
by Thorsten Eichhorst. Mastering: Lennart Jeschke 
(studioexport); Photo: Martin Becker | sara  turchetto -   
i caught a ship music: J. Tibursky, Lyrics: J.X. Ste-
wart, Vocals: Sara Turchetto, Produced and all 
instruments: Tibursky, Mastering: Lennart Jeschke 
(studioexport); Photo: Steven Mahner | steve binet-
ti - driving alone Written and performed by Steve 
Binetti | the jcc -  shiver written by John X. Stewart 
, produced, backing vocals & acoustic guitars by 
J.Tibursky. Electric & Bass guitar by Mike Hermann. 
Mastering: Lennart Jeschke (studioexport); Photo: 
Thorsten Eichhorst |  tibursky - car crash music: Jo-
hannes Tibursky; Lyrics: John X. Stewart; Backing 
Vocals: Dina Nour; Produced, vocals and all inst-
ruments: Tibursky; Mastering: Lennart Jeschke (stu-
dio-export); Photo: Thorsten Eichhorst | Tiefe was-
ser berlin - zerbrechlichkeit written by hermann/
krueger; PHoto: Suzana Holtgrave | vaile - love war 
Music: J. Tibursky,  Lyrics: J.X. Stewart, Vocals: Vai-
le Fuchs, Additional guitars: Mike Hermann,  Produ-
ced and all other Instruments: Tibursky, Mastering: 
Lennart Jeschke (studio-export); Photo: Stephen Ha-
berland | viper sniper - want you to want me Music by 
Viper Sniper; Lyrics by Stefan Hiti; produced & mixed 
by Lars Damm; Mastering: Lennart Jeschke (STUDIOEX-
PORT) | ghost city Artwork: florian karg, athousand-
leaves.de | Thanks to Thorsten Eichhorst, Marni und 
Thomas Hartung, John Stewart, Django Seelenmeyer, 
Florian Karg, Jens und Toni (MCS), Lennart Jeschke 
(studioexport), Lars and Doerthy Starkstroem


